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Chapter 1   Life? Unfolding?  Or What is Life… and what is unfolding? What is 
Inherent 
 
We can start with birth, yours, mine, your ancestors.. It happened with a Big Bang. 
 
The delivery room was void of matter. We’ll let the scientists figure put/ create 
models, describe multiverses to confuse us, or simply accept the fact we are… Here, 
now, and onwards. This book addresses the now and onwards, acknowledging the 
past as that precedes, and basically we build on that past. 
 
Our ancestors; a strict Biblical interpretation will say Adam and Eve. 
A scientific approach may focus on a Darwinian model; slime to Stan, or Steve or 
Sally, you or your sister city brothers and sisters across the planet… 
 
Acknowledging and respecting the points of view we see on (more than) both main 
sides, that being Biblical and Darwinian / Creationism versus Intelligent Design (or 
is it the other way around?)….One has to love the Wiki link; 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_design 
 
It tries to be neutral, giving equal time and opportunity to present as complete an 
overview as possible in as short a span as we will give it.  
 
In essence, this is a debate, argument, heated ongoing discussion, head banging, 
whatever term you choose that describes the conundrums many scientists and most 
theologians find themselves in on the topic… where Who how why did we get here? 
 
Stay with me here, it get’s interesting. No matter which side of this topic you are on, 
the following occurred. Either there was divine intervention from the Earth’s dirt 
from which man came, or there was a slow process of unfolding. In both cases the 
inherent man came to Earth. Argue all you want… we exist.  
 
What this book concerns itself with is not how we were able to arrive, but what we 
do now that we’re here. 
 
My personal point of view on this topic is simple. In making sense of the various 
processes seen after the scientific model of the birth of the Universe, starting with 
the Big Bang, proposed and agreed by the “Big Gang” comprised of most every 
astrophysicist, we see an undifferentiated matter as described by the physicists as 
singularity, bland boring undifferentiated but as you will see, with some inherent 
tendencies, this gooey plasma, by Wiki described again here:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Bang 
 
And with apologies to all the genius astronomers, physicists, theologians, etc., to 
simplify, after the Bang there was undifferentiated matter described by the laws of 
physics which then, after a long, long time, cooled off and began to settle into new 
differentiated forms, actually forming more chemical elements after stars exploded. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_design
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Bang


Wow, what a way to build a Universe, make a star, explode it and voila, creating 
even more elements added to the mix. This was the master chef in his kitchen 
making the ingredients for a very delicious meal, Life. Like most meals, one never 
knows how they will taste… add a little salt here, combine with some nice balsamic 
reduction to add zest… simmer and enjoy with a glass of attitude enhancement…. It 
can be a meaningful metaphor. 
 
But we got a little fast  forward. 
 
Eventually there was an entire list of unique elements, actually creating a new 
inherent set of tendencies!!! All these came from the inherent nature of the prior 
plasma described by physics. Now this fascinated me. If in fact chemistry came 
about from physics due to inherency of the laws of physics, what inherency was in 
the newly manifested with the first to appear chemical elements. 
 
To get to the point, inherent in the chemical elements is the tendency to form 
molecules. That further creates a new set of inherency where the molecules, given 
certain conditions, create new tendencies, thus starting with complex molecules the 
realm of biology.  
 
So we see a trend, physics leads to chemistry based on inherent drivers in the realm 
of physics which leads to a new set of drivers seen in the chemical elements. Who, 
what, how, why were these inherent tendencies placed or present or even by chance 
able to create the sequence of events that lead to… Us???? Oh, forgot to mention, life 
eventually happened according to the fossil record, and the Bible. 
 
Whether one believes in young Earth, 4,000 yr. old model, or the 14 billion year Big 
Bang model, it took time, whether molded by a God or a cosmic chef in his infinite 
kitchen. In both models, Life was inherent. 
 
Now the book begins. 
  



Chapter 2  The Inherent You 
 
With all the power of physics, chemistry, biology and history leading to now, you, 
and your life with it’s inherent tendencies and abilities, with this point of view of the 
incredible beauty and intention to build such an amazingly complex person as we all 
are, how do we use this knowledge of prior inherent forces leading to us now to 
make use of our hopefully well recognized inherent drivers. 


